Valsalva maneuver in obstetrics: the influence of peripheral circulatory changes on function of the pulse oximeter.
Strenuous expulsive efforts involving sequential Valsalva maneuvers may result in maternal hypoxemia during the second stage of labor. Pulse oximetry has been used to assess oxygen saturation in laboring parturients, and this study was undertaken to evaluate the performance of the pulse oximeter (Nellcor) during the Valsalva maneuver. In both pregnant patients and nonpregnant volunteers, there were consistent interruptions in the transmission of oxygen saturation data during the Valsalva maneuver. To determine the physiologic events associated with this monitoring interruption, occlusive venous impedance plethysmographs and pulse volume amplitude recordings were obtained in volunteers performing the Valsalva maneuver. A marked decrease in pulse volume amplitude was noted, which adversely affected the oximeter's ability to distinguish physiologic arterial pulsations from background noise. Each Valsalva maneuver was associated with abrupt and transient changes in peripheral vascular volumes, thus presenting the oximeter with a rapidly changing signal for analysis that violated predetermined software criteria for pulse uniformity and caused an interruption in data transmission. The authors conclude that the Valsalva maneuver interferes with the ability of pulse oximeter technology to provide useful oxygen saturation data.